BT Radianz Hosting

Fast, flexible access to
the latest technologies
Radianz Hosting gives you end-to-end managed, secure and
reliable infrastructure out of data centres. This means your
applications and services can be distributed to global financial
service industry customers. By outsourcing with a trusted partner,
you can free up internal IT resource to focus on your core business.

You’re interconnected with our financial services companies to
consume each other’s services. This covers the overall trade cycle,
from pre-trade, trade, to post-trade and settlement. Historically,
fragmented infrastructures were provided across local, regional and
global markets.
The business benefits of lower latency for market data and matching
engines resulted in the need for you to be in close proximity to where
liquidity resides and trades are matched. You probably migrated your
infrastructure into data centre locations not only connecting to local
market data and matching engines, but also to cross-connect to a
growing local financial community.
The evolution of this trend led to a high concentration of financial
industry companies co-located within key data centres globally.
Exchanges themselves offered co-location services as part of
their business model and also became strategically important.

Our outsourced infrastructure also helps you
• reduce complexity and total cost of ownership
• expand into new markets or asset classes
• give access to clients and services locally
• lower IT infrastructure cost
• decrease hosted infrastructure downtime
• leverage our expertise and new technologies
• a dapt quickly to an ever-changing market
environment and maintain scalability
• r emove time consuming and labour intensive
administrative overheads and boosts higher
IT staff productivity
• boost higher IT staff productivity.
We’re a global partner with financial stability who
can support your long-term strategies.

BT Radianz Hosting

An end-to-end managed, secure infastructure

Locations we offer Hosting Services

You may be facing these challenges:
• managing multiple suppliers
• covering geographical support
• adopting local processes
when expanding into new data centres in key financial markets.
It becomes complex and costly to setup and manage.
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Radianz Hosting offers fast, flexible access to the latest
technologies with specifically configured elements to meet your
needs, supported by a dedicated team of experts to monitor and
manage your mission-critical applications 24/7/365 backed up
by SLA.

Sydney

Radianz Hosting delivers tailor-made solutions following industryleading standards. You have the ability to chose from a variety of
services globally available:
Managed compute and storage services

Global support model

• s hared or dedicated physical and virtual server management
up to OS level

• fully resilient world class hosting

• database management

• c onnectivity environment supported by highly specialized
financial technology

• s hared or dedicated storage and backup services (backup
to tape/off site and recovery)

• b usiness professionals delivering products and services to
the global financial industry

• equipment and maintenance

Global data centre footprint

• 24x7 management and monitoring
Managed networking services

• e xpanding our Radianz global DC footprint with 3rd party
data centre providers

• s hared or dedicated LAN/security devices (switches/routers,
load balancing and firewalls)

• including exchange data centres
Connectivity services

• b uilt-in managed network services (DNS/NTP/SMTP/secure
remote access

• Radianz Cloud

• equipment and maintenance

• Radianz B+Venue Interconnect

• 24x7 management and monitoring

• Radianz Venue Connect
• Radianz Connect Ethernet

Co-location services

• internet

• d ata centre (space, power, UPS, generators, HVAC, and physical
security)

• B
 T Radianz delivers a location independent managed
service portfolio.

• cross-connects and remote hands service
• implementation and migration services

What could BT Radianz Hosting do for you?
Visit BT.com/globalservices
Offices worldwide.
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